Through modeling human's brainstorming process, the brain storm optimization (BSO) algorithm has become a promising population based evolution algorithm. However, BSO is often good at global exploration but not good enough at local exploitation, just like most global optimization algorithms. In this paper, the Nelder-Mead's Simplex (NMS) method is adopted in a simple version of BSO. Our goal is to combine BSO's exploration ability and NMS's exploitation ability together, and develop an enhanced BSO via a better balance between global exploration and local exploitation. Large number of experimental results are reported, and the proposed algorithm is shown to perform better than both BSO and NMS.
Introduction
The Brain Storm Optimization (BSO) algorithm is a kind of evolution algorithm based on brainstorming process [13, 14] . Since its proposal, BSO has become a promising population-based swarm intelligence algorithm, and has attracted more and more theoretical and practical researches [3, 5, 6, [15] [16] [17] . An important progress of BSO is to transform operations in the solution space to operations in the objective space [16] . The new version of BSO is easier in implementation, and lower in computational resources on the clustering strategy at each iteration [16] . In this paper, we refer BSO to BSO in the objective space, unless otherwise stated.
In the BSO algorithm [16] , the population evolutes via updating each individual at each iteration. Specifically, the whole population is firstly classified into two categories, the best 20% individuals are included in the elites set, while the others are included in the normals set. Then one or two parent individuals are selected randomly from either or both sets, new child individual is generated through combining these selected parent individuals linearly and then add some white noises. If the new child individual is better than the original one, it will be accepted in the new population. Repeating such process, BSO can approach the optima as iterations increasing.
In our recent paper [2] , a simplified BSO (SimBSO) algorithm is developed through abandoning the categories of elites and normals. The main difference between BSO and SimBSO is that each member or individual is equal in SimBSO, while the elites are biased in BSO. Besides its simple structure and easiness of implementation, SimBSO is also shown to be more efficient than BSO on some popular benchmark sets.
However, our numerical experiments have shown that both BSO and SimBSO are good at global exploration but not good enough at local exploitation [2] . Actually, this issue is true for almost all global optimization algorithms. A nature way to overcome the issue is to combine a local solver with a global optimization algorithm to balance between global exploration and local exploitation [9, 10] .
In this paper, the Nelder-Mead Simplex (NMS) algorithm [12] , which is one of the most well-known derivative-free optimization algorithm for local optimization, is adopted in SimBSO. NMS is often efficient in finding a good local optimum, but may be stagnated there and can not find the global optimum. Our goal is to enhance both SimBSO and NMS through their suitable combination.
Specifically, SimBSO is executed for just one iteration (update the population only once), and then the best found position is regarded as a start point for NMS. Given a small budget of computational cost, NMS is executed, and the found best position is then returned back to update the best individual of population. Repeat this process until the stopping condition satisfied. Since SimBSO is good at global exploration and NMS is good at local exploitation, our strategy can be interpreted as a repeated process including "finding a good local area" and "exploiting the local area".
The obtained algorithm, Simplex-BSO, is shown to perform better than both NMS and SimBSO on some popular benchmark sets. The additional parameter, computational cost for NMS's local search, is shown numerically to be insensitivity.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the BSO and SimBSO algorithms are reviewed briefly. Then the Simplex-BSO algorithm is developed in section 3. Large number of experimental results are reported in Section 4. Finally, conclusions are drawn in section 5.
Brain storm optimization

Brain storm optimization in the objective space
The brain storm optimization algorithm in objective space (abbreviated as BSO) was proposed in 2015 [16] . The procedure is listed in Algorithm 1.
In the BSO algorithm [16] , the initialized population is often randomly generated. In the main loop of the algorithm, there are four components including "Classification (Line 3 in Algorithm 1)", "Disruption (Line 4 in Algorithm 1)", Algorithm 1: Brain Storm Optimization (BSO). "New individual generation (Line 5-7 in Algorithm 1)" and "Population updating (Line 8 in Algorithm 1)". In "Classification" stage, the individuals are classified into two clusters according to their fitness values, the best 20% individuals are clustered as "elitists and the remaining as "normals. The operation "Disruption" is utilized to increase the population diversity, which is executed usually with a small probability and one individual's value in one random dimension will be replaced by a random number. The "Disruption" strategy is often helpful for individuals to 'jump out' of the local optima. The most important component of BSO is how to generate new individuals. One or two individuals are selected randomly from "elitists" or "normals" or both, and then the selected individuals are combined linearly to generate a new individual by adding different white noises in its different dimensions. The variances of these white noises are controlled by the following step-size function
where logsig() is a logarithmic sigmoid function, T and t are the maximum and current number of iterations, respectively, c is a coefficient to change logsig() function's slope, and rand() return a random value between 0 and 1. The operation "Population updating" is utilized to keep good solutions. The new individual generated in the above stage will be recorded if its fitness value is better than the current given individual. But the current individual will not be replaced until all new individuals are generated and evaluated (see Algorithm 1) . In other words, new individuals are all generated from the old population, and the whole population will be updated at the end of iteration [16] .
Simplified BSO
Recently, a very simple version of BSO (SimBSO) is proposed in [2] , where the classification of "elites" and "normals" is abandoned. Therefore, the obtained SimBSO algorithm can be regarded as a brainstorming model in which each member or individual is equal. Although there is no elites to lead local exploitation, SimBSO still performs well on some popular benchmark sets. The procedure of SimBSO algorithm is listed in Algorithm 2, see [2] for more details. Compared with BSO, the clustering operation, the disruption operation are abandoned and the population is updated timely in SimBSO. Therefore, SimBSO is very simple and easy to implement. Another important property of SimBSO is that it is a pure global search algorithm, i.e., there is no local search operation in this algorithm. Hence, SimBSO is very suitable for combination with some local solver.
An improved Brain Storm Optimization Algorithm based on Nelder-Mead's simplex search
In this section, the Nelder-Mead's simplex method is introduced into SimBSO to enhance its local exploitation ability. Firstly, we briefly review the NMS algorithm [12] .
Nelder-Mead Simplex Algorithm
The NMS algorithm was proposed by Nelder and Mead in 1965 [12] , and it is still one of the best derivative-free optimization algorithm. The authors are trying to minimize the function f (x) for x ∈ R n . Their current test points are Order: order the n + 1 vertices to satisfy
Reflection: compute the reflection point xr Shrink: calculate the n points vi = x1 + (xi − x1)/2, and calculate f (vi), i = 2, · · ·, n + 1. The simplex at the next iteration is x1, v2, · · ·, vn+1
An improved BSO Algorithm based on Nelder-Mead's simplex search
In this subsection, the NMS algorithm is introduced into SimBSO, and our mail goal is to combine the local exploitation ability of NMS and the global exploration ability of SimBSO. We call the obtained algorithm Simplex-BSO, and list its procedure in Algorithm 4.
Algorithm 4: Simplex Brain Storm Optimization (Simplex-BSO). In each iteration of Simplex-BSO, the SimBSO algorithm is executed firstly and then the best found position x 0 is used as a starting point for NMS's search. The NMS algorithm then begins to search the local area around x 0 , after consuming 50n (n is the dimension of problem) computational cost, the found new best position x ′ 0 is returned back to replace x 0 . Repeat such process until the sopping conditions hold.
On one hand, SimBSO's global search helps to provide a good starting point for NMS, which has a significant influence on the performance of the NMS method. On the other hand, NMS is an efficient local solver and can accelerate the local exploitation. Therefore, our strategy provides a better balance between global exploration and local exploitation than SimBSO or NMS alone.
An additional parameter, 50n, is employed to balance SimBSO's global search cost and NMS's local search cost. In other words, in each iteration of Simplex-BSO, one iteration of SimBSO and 50 iterations of NMS are included. Such an allocation guarantees a good local exploitation by NMS. In next section, the sensitivity analysis of this parameter is presented, and the results show that it is insensitivity.
Experimental results
In this section, the Simplex-BSO is compared numerically with the following algorithms:
-NMS: an algorithm based on Nelder-Mead's simplex search [12] ;
-BSO: BSO in the objective space [16] ;
-SimBSO: a simplified BSO proposed in [2] .
Two popular benchmark sets including the Hedar set [7] and the CEC2017 set [1] are adopted in this paper. Totally, 114 problems are tested. Since there are large number of test data gathered during our test process, the recently proposed VCI method [8] is adopted to analyze the data.
The VCI method
The VCI method [8] is extended from the data profile technique [11] and the performance profile technique [4] , which are standard analysis methods for comparing deterministic optimization algorithms. Through visualizing confidence intervals of the best objective function values found as computational cost increasing, the VCI method is shown to be convenient for benchmarking stochastic global optimization algorithms, especially when the set of benchmark functions or the number of algorithms is large [8] . It is also proposed to replace the traditional statistic test based methods [8] .
Suppose there is a set S of optimization solvers needed to be compared numerically, and a set P of benchmark problems is selected. Then given any budget of function evaluations µ f , run each solver s ∈ S on each problem p ∈ P for n r times, and record the found best function values. After all tests finished, a 4-D matrix H with size µ f × n r × n p × n s is obtained, where the 4-tuple element H(k, r, j, i) denotes the found best function value during k function evaluations at the r-th run when test the i-th solver on the j-th problem.
The matrix H is then used to generate a sample mean matrix H H(k, j, i) = 1 n r nr r=1 H(k, r, j, i)
and a sample variance matrix S 2
for each algorithm i = 1, ..., n s on each problem j = 1, ..., n p with k = 1, ..., µ f function evaluations according to the following equations [8] . The confidence upper bound matrix H upper and the confidence lower bound matrix H lower are then defined as follows
In [8] , the data profile technique [11] is adopted to analyze H, H upper and H lower statistically. The data profile is a cumulative distribution function defined for any solver s ∈ S as the following cumulative distribution function
where |P| denotes the number of test problems, D p is the dimension of the problem p, and size{} returns the size of a set. In (6), t p,s is the number of function evaluations needed for solver s to find a position x such that the convergence condition
holds, where x 0 is the starting point, τ > 0 is a tolerance and f L is the smallest objective function value obtained by any solver within µ f of function evaluations. t p.s = ∞ if the condition (7) does not satisfy after µ f function evaluations. Roughly speaking, the VCI method adopts the data profile technique twice to benchmark stochastic optimization algorithms. Specifically, the data profile technique is used to analyze H firstly. From the generated data profiles, a winner solver can be determined in the sense of best average performance. Then the data profile technique is used to analyze H upper and H lower -the winner solver's H upper and the other solvers' H lower . The purpose is to confirm that the winner solver performs the best in the sense of the worst deviation.
In summary, the VCI method possesses several advantages than the traditional methods (e.g., statistic test based methods) [8] , and is very convenient for our purpose.
Numerical comparison on the Hedar test set
In this subsection, we present the numerical results on the Hedar test set [7] . Table 1 shows the function names, dimensions, Characteristic, search regions and their minimal function values. There are 7 unimodal functions and 28 multimodal functions in Hedar test set. Since some functions have variant dimensions, there are 16 unimodal problems and 52 multimodal problems in total. In our experiments, 50 independent runs are executed for each problem, and all algorithms stops only when 20,000 function evaluations are consumed on the Hedar test set.
Firstly, we compare Simplex-BSO with SimBSO. The experimental results are showed in Fig.1 . The data profiles when comparing SimBSO's average with Simplex-BSO's are presented in the left subfigure of Fig.1 . Significant performance difference is observed. For example, Simplex-BSO can solve about 70% problems with very small computational cost (no more than 1000 at the horizontal axis), and finally solve about 81% problems. However, SimBSO only solves about 20% and 66%, respectively. In order to confirm Simplex-BSO's advantage, its confidence upper bounds (worst performance) are compared with SimBSO's lower bounds (best performance), the results are presented in the right subfigure. We see that Simplex-BSO's confidence upper bound also "performs" better, the performance difference is about 10% (=72%-62%). These results imply that Simplex-BSO actually performs better than SimBSO.
Secondly, we compare Simplex-BSO with BSO. The experimental results are showed in Fig.2 . From the left subfigure of Fig.2 , it shows that Simplex-BSO performs much (about 38% performance difference) better than BSO in the sense of average performance. We also see that Simplex-BSO's confidence upper bound also "performs" better than BSO'confidence lower bound. Hence it implies that Simplex-BSO actually performs better than BSO, too.
Finally, we compare Simplex-BSO with NMS, and the experimental results are showed in Fig.3 . From the figure, we see that both the sample mean and the confidence upper bound of Simplex-BSO perform much (more than 60% performance difference) better than NMS (note that it is deterministic). Therefore, we can say that Simplex-BSO performs significantly better than NMS. In fact, through the test data, many problems of the Hedar test set can not be solved by the NMS algorithm. However, almost all of the problems can be solved by Simplex-BSO.
From the above results, we found that Simplex-BSO performs very well on the Hedar set, it possesses much better local exploitation ability than BSO and SimBSO, and possesses better global exploration ability than NMS. 
Numerical comparison on the CEC2017 test set
In this subsection, we present numerical results on the CEC2017 test set [1] . Totally, we have tested 46 problems, including all the 16 two-dimensional benchmark functions and 30 ten-dimensional benchmark functions. Specifically, there are 6 unimodal functions, 14 simple multimodal functions, 10 hybrid functions, and 16 composition functions. All benchmark functions are non-separable and have the same search range [−100, 100] n (n stands for dimension) for convenient. For each benchmark function in CEC2017 test set, all the tested algorithms will be run 50 times and stopped only at the cost of 100,000 function evaluations. The function names, dimensions, Characteristic and their minimal function values of CEC2017 test set are shown in Table 2 .
The compared experimental results between Simplex-BSO and BSO are presented in Fig.4 . From the left subfigure in Fig.4 , we see that Simplex-BSO's average performs much (about 23% performance difference) better than BSO. However, from the right subfigure, Simplex-BSO's upper bound "performs" worse than BSO's confidence lower bound. Therefore, we can not say that Simplex-BSO performs significantly better than BSO. Similar results are obtained when comparing Simplex-BSO and SimBSO, see Fig.5 for the results. Then we show the compared experimental results of 30-dimensional problems between BSO and Simplex-BSO in Fig.6 . 300,000 function evaluations are consumed on these problems. Simplex-BSO performs better than BSO and SimBSO in the sense of average. significantly better than BSO. The results on the CEC2017 set show that Simplex-BSO performs better than both BSO and SimBSO in the sense of average performance. However, if taking the sample variance into account, we can not say Simplex-BSO performs significant better.
Sensitivity analysis
In the Simplex-BSO algorithm, the computational cost for NMS's local search is set to 50n. In this subsection, we test its sensitivity on the Hedar test set (See Table 1 ). Specifically, 25n, 40n, 50n, 60n, 75n are set respectively, and Simplex-BSO's performance are compared in Fig.7 .
From Fig.7 we can see that Simplex-BSO performs similarly under the setting of five different parameter values. Specifically, Simplex-BSO with parameter value 50n performs slightly worse than Simplex-BSO with 60n, slightly better than Simplex-BSO with 75n, and performs similar as Simplex-BSO with 25n, 40n. Therefore, we conclude that the parameter 50n is insensitive numerically. 
Conclusions
The Nelder-Mead's simplex method is adopted into a simplified version of BSO to accelerate the local exploitation. The obtained Simplex-BSO algorithm is shown to perform better than these two original algorithms. This success owes to a better balance between global exploration and local exploitation. The balance parameter is shown numerically to be insensitive. The recently proposed VCI method is adopted to analyze experimental results, and it is really helpful to present numerical results friendly and efficiently.
